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Over the past 50 years, Daytona Rolex has installed a wide variety of dials in its iconic collection of chronographs, most of which have appeared on various precious metal models. Vintage Daytona Dials The first generation of this model was most often equipped with either white, black,
silver, or champagne (golden) color dials. Most often, sub-sets were presented in contrasting color - a black dial with white sub-sets, or a silver-white dial with black sub-sets - that led to the panda dial and reverse panda dial nicknames among modern collectors. However, a small handful of
vintage links got all the silver dials, earning them the nickname Albino Daytona. Paul Newman Daytona Dials Also, during the production of the first generation of watches, a small number were equipped with Exotic dials that featured stepped-minute track in contrasting color, and an Art



Deco font for figures in its sub-sets. Famous Hollywood actor Paul Newman owned one of these exotic watch dials, and after being photographed for the cover of a magazine wearing one, they began to grow in price and popularity, picking up the nickname Paul Newman Dial among vintage
collectors. While these exotic Paul Newman kits were initially quite unpopular after their release, they are now one of the most valuable and coveted watches in the entire luxury watch industry, with Paul Newman's own Paul Newman Daytona selling for $17.8 million at auction in 2017.
Modern Daytona Dials Since the arrival of the second generation, stainless steel models have only been available with black or white dials. While the set of options for stainless steel watches are relatively minimal, there are almost countless options for dials when it comes to various
precious metal references. Among the colors of the dial, which can be found on two tones, solid gold and platinum, there is silver, champagne, blue, green, chocolate brown, pink and icy blue - plus all the different stone/material dials such as lapis, meteorite and mother-of-pearl. In addition,
the style of watch markers can vary on some of these more complex dials, and in addition to classic stick pointers, Rolex hour markers can include Arabic figures, Roman numerals, Hindu-Arabic figures, diamonds, and even rainbow-colored sapphires. Listings of the research community are
frequently asked questions Go to the brand Seiko Rolex Casio Citizen Omega A. Lange and San Alpina Archimedes Audemars Piguet Autodromo AVI-8 Ball Baltic Baume P. Journe Farer FORTIS Frederick Constant Girard-Perrego Glaschutte Original Glycin Graf Ceppelin Grand Seico
Groupo Gamma Halos Hamilton Hoyer Hublot IWC Jaeger-LeCoultre Junghans Junkers Laco Longins Lam-Tek Luminox Magrett Marathon Maurice MeisterSinger Mercer Mewn Mondain Mondlan Nomos Oak and Oscar Omega East Oris Panerai Patek Philippe Piaget Rado Raven
Raymond Weil Roger Dubuis Rolex Seagull Seiko SEVENFRIDAY Sinn Spinnaker Squirehart Stowa Swatch TAG Heuer TechnoMarine Timex Tissot Tudor Ulysse Nardin Undone Unimatic Universal Gen've Vacheron Constantin Victorinox Yema zelos zaldo zian zodiac Rolex is considered
one of the most iconic luxury watch brands. The company sells an incredible number of watches around the world each year, which is a clear confirmation of their quality and popularity. Rolex watches are not just watches; it is a tool and a sign of elite status. There is a massive demand for
Rolex watches. And, as with many other luxury watch brands, and luxury goods in general, great demand comes with a seriously cold-blooded counterfeit market. Unfortunately, some shoppers bamboozled in coughing up real cash for fake rolex watches. Conversely, some people know
that they are not buying the real Rolex deal, and they don't care, maybe they want to trick others into thinking they have a real Rolex. Either way, this is what keeps the replica market alive and something we don't support. This article is designed to help people discover a fake Rolex
Daytona in particular and give you the information you need when buying a Rolex watch. We have more than 30 years of experience in the luxury watch market, and one of the largest Rolex collections in Florida, so we are confident when we say that you can trust our word. Why is there
such a large counterfeit market for Rolex watches? As mentioned above, Rolex watches are the most assembled and popular watch in the world, so as a result, there is a very, very large market for fake Rolex watches. Most of the counterfeit watches are made in China and across Asia, and
frankly, they've gotten significantly better to make them look real over the years. These fraudulent Rolex watches are usually sold for between $25 and $500. Rolex Daytona is one of the biggest victims of fake watches. With that being said, we are looking at the Rolex Daytona watch clearly
in this post. Rolex Daytona was launched in 1953, the Rolex Daytona was created for a professional racer. In an instant, it has become a favorite in the Rolex community, and it is still one of the most popular watches in the world to this today. It is one of the most iconic models in the Rolex
range and is very collectible among watch lovers. Of course, because of this, there are a lot of fake Rolex Daytona watches out there. It is very important to know how to distinguish a real Rolex Daytona from a fake one. Follow 11 ways to spot a fake Rolex Daytona to avoid ever buying a
Rolex replica. 11 ways to spot a fake Rolex Daytona: 1. DIAL Let's discuss the dial first, because usually, it's the easiest way to detect if it's fake, especially on cheaper replicas. a) Perfect font/letter Fact Rolex watches are flawless in design and Rolex makes very thorough quality checks on
anything that leaves them an object, you will never find a real Rolex with inscriptions that bubble or curve, or inscriptions that are unevenly arranged. If you notice the font and the inscriptions are off anyway, it's a major red flag. b) Stamping on Dial Fake watches are made at different levels
of quality. On super substandard fakes, they don't even add a Rolex name or iconic crown logo to the watch for about 12 hours. It is, of course, an obvious giveaway that is a fake. Replicas of Daytona that have the same punching and crown on the dial will not have the same level of quality
as a real Rolex. So, look closely at these things for everything that seems off. This Rolex has a crown that is in perfect alignment and is far more unsurpassed in its curves and shapes than most copies can ever be. c) Date box/complication If you are looking at a Rolex Daytona watch and it
has a date complication (date box) then you immediately know that it is a fake because the real Daytona watch is not made with a complication date. This is something very obvious and should be one of the original things you are looking for. d) Chronographs - Three Subdials All Daytona
have chronographs and are designed with three subdials that measure expired time through pushers on the case. These three subdials should be evenly blurred on the dial, the same size, and they should not group the markers at all. Also, you should check this feature to make sure it
works, if it doesn't, it's absolutely fraudulent Daytona. e) Minute Hand Real Rolex Daytona will have a minute hand that is especially long. A minute hand should reach the smallest indicators. In addition, the new Rolex Daytona models will have several rounded hands. f) Micro-etched Crystal
In 2002 Rolex began putting micro-etching logos on its watch (so the earlier model wouldn't do that). The micro-etching logo will be in 6 hours right under where it says: Swiss made, and it is very small. It's hard to see with the naked eye, so it would be better to look for it with a magnifying
glass. This minute detail is very difficult for a fake watch to replicate, so this is a very good real indicator against a fake Rolex Daytona watch. 2. Bezel - Tahimeter Scale Be sure to check the tachometer scale on the bezel to see if the font seems wrong or if the distance is off. There should
be accurate and high-quality markings. 3. Case a) Engravings Each Rolex has engravings on the sides of the case to lug to indicate the model number and serial number. If the daytona engravings look crooked, poorly done, have visible errors, or are missing completely, then the chances
are high that it is a replica. The authentic Rolex watches have deep, impeccably marked serial and model numbers. The lines are very thin and hard, and they will glow in the light at an angle sort of like Cut the edge does. Makes. Replica watches, you'll notice, engraved numbers usually
consist of very light tiny dots; this is because the labeling process is of poor quality. Some fakes will have a gritty look at the numbers; this is due to the fact that they are acid etched. To find the model and serial numbers, remove the bracelet from the case and then look between the hatches
on both sides. It is recommended that a professional do this as you do not want to damage the watch. b) The serial and model number corresponds to the materials of the model and serial numbers will tell you all about the watch. So, another thing to ask yourself, when you see serial and
model numbers, is it a match clock? If the serial number is 18k yellow gold Rolex, but you have a stainless steel watch in front of you, then you know it's a replica right then and there. 4. Pushers - The chronograph function As mentioned above in the Dial section on Chronograph support
data, all Rolex Daytonas have a chronograph function. An easy way to check if the Rolex Daytona is fake (it goes for lower quality fakes even more so) is to check the pushers and check the chronograph function. If pushers don't work properly, especially on brand new watches, it's FAKE. 5.
Caseback a) No engravings of Rolex Daytona watches should, and do not have any prints on the case. In addition, they also do not have transparent returns. If the Rolex you're checking has either, then you already know... put it down and walk away. EXCLUSIVE: Rolex Daytona Winner 24
is an exception as they have prints on the back, as seen in the features of this article (Rolex Daytona Winner 24 1992). However, it is important to note that we have seen a lot of fakes with this engraved on his caseback. This is because the Rolex Daytona Winner is an extremely rare watch.
So, as mentioned several times in this article, it has a typical fake reaction. However, like all other prints, they must be clear and eloquent and of better quality. b) Hologram sticker Until 2007, a hologram sticker was placed on the case for all Rolex watches. The hologram sticker was green
with Rolex printed over and over again. In 2002-2007 there was a crown in the middle of the hologram as well. Models until 2002 had a serial number in black printed on them. The holograms were 3D and were removable (although some people leave them on, as they worry about this
declining resale value). So if you look at the model after 2007 and it has a hologram sticker on the case, it's wrong. If you're looking at Rolex in the era of the hologram sticker and it's 2D and doesn't change from different points of view, then you know it's a fake Rolex. 6. Traffic Note: This is
the point of the process to check if the Rolex is genuine, what you should probably have a professional do. The movement for a genuine Rolex should be mechanical self-winding. The Rolex caliber is very unique, so it's essentially impossible for a replica watch have the same movement. If
you have any doubts, this is almost the perfect and most official way to check if the Rolex you are considering to buy is a fake are not. 7. Ticking Is a common misconception that the hand of a real Rolex watch should sweep rather than stutter, but in fact, many genuine Rolex watches have
tiny hands that stutter or tick. In addition, some fake Rolexes have wide hands. So, this is not the best way to tell if the Rolex Daytona is genuine or not. A good way to check the ticking, however, is to put Rolex in doubt to your ear to see if you can hear it ticking. If you hear it ticking, it's most
likely a replica. Rolex watches are of such high quality that the tick will be pretty much silent. 8. Triplock System - Waterproof Although the Rolex Daytona was designed with the idea of its time racing clock, it also has deep-sea diving capabilities. The Triplock system is basically a seal in a
thread of a winding crown that prevents water from feeding the watch when immersed. There is a pad that is visible when the crown is unscrewed completely. Most fakes won't have a properly functioning Triplock system or won't be stamped at all. 9. Bracelet and Clasp Rolex Daytona
watch have a classic Oyster and Oysterclasp bracelet. They have a different look, so they are easily recognizable. If the Daytona watch you are interested in buying has another bracelet or clasp, or if either seems of poor quality, then you can be sure that it is not a real Daytona. 10. Weight
Test One is a quick test to see if it is a real Rolex or fake to pick it up and feel its weight. A genuine Rolex should have some weight to it. Rolex uses the best materials in production. Conversely, fake watches tend to be cheaper, flimsier material designs. If the Rolex Daytona you keep
feeling the light, you will most likely hold a fake. 11. The price is on average, the Rolex Daytona costs about $10,000USD. If the price of the brand new Daytona is much less than that, you can assume it's a replica. Finally... Rolex is one of the most coveted and prestigious luxury brands on
earth. They are known for being made extremely high quality, durable and stylish. Rolex uses the best steel ever made (which is made by Rolex), 904L Steel. 904L steel rust and corrosion are resistant, for any other become known to man. In addition, Rolex produces alloys and rolls of its
precious metals, which ensures high quality and keeps their integrity intact for every hour that comes out of their production facility. Rolex crafts are all so perfect that if you notice anything that doesn't look flawless, you can be sure it's not a real Rolex. Make sure you do a thorough
inspection of the case, crown, bezel, dial, bracelet, and clasp to see You may find anything of poor quality. SUPER CLONES True, the fakes got very, very good. For most of what has been written in this article, the Chinese-made super Rolex clone will be his test. They call these fake 1:1
Rolex watches because they are almost identical. It's almost impossible to tell the difference, even for some of the most knowledgeable people in the Rolex game. Usually, the easiest way to tell if it's fake or not, for really good replicas, is to check the movement. However, Chinese
manufacturers can clone 3135 movements too. However, there are still obvious differences. To discover the difference now, for these super clone Rolex watches, you need to be aware of the nuances of authentic parts as there are still very minute details that are not or cannot be copied
accurately. Places that you shouldn't buy Rolex from: If you have a very expert and keen eye for a Rolex Daytona, you should always avoid sites like eBay and Craigslist. These sites tend to suffer from fakes and it is hard to know if you are dealing with a reliable Rolex supplier or owner. For
this reason, we strongly encourage you to stay away from these types of platforms when buying Rolex. The best place to buy a Rolex Daytona (make your life easier): Even now, when you know all the ways to say if the Rolex Daytona is fake, you should know that knock-offs are getting
more sophisticated every year. It can still be quite difficult to identify an authentic Rolex Daytona from a replica. Your best option when buying a Rolex Daytona, whether new or by pre-ownership, is to buy from a reputable and reliable dealer. A reputable, certified Rolex dealer will have a
certified authentication report for all of his Rolex watches. So by going directly to a certified Rolex dealer, you can be sure that the Rolex you are buying is real. It's also pretty easy to find a reputable, certified Rolex dealer, all you need is a quick Google search. Do your due diligence on the
seller you choose. Reviews online and Better Business Bureau should tell you everything you need to know. This is by far the safest way to go about buying a Rolex Daytona, and the only way you can be sure that you are not getting tricked into buying a fake. However, it still doesn't hurt to
do your homework and know what to look for yourself, so we hope these tips for identifying a genuine Rolex Daytona can be your guide to being a smart Rolex buyer. Rolex Daytona risk-free purchase by Diamonds Raymond Lee and Raymond Lee Jewelers. Whether you are looking for a
new or used Rolex Daytona, Diamonds by Raymond Lee and Raymond Lee jewellers Boca Raton can handle all your needs. We have a plethora of 100% authentic Rolex Daytona watches for sale in our retail location and online. Diamonds Raymond Lee and Raymond Lee Jewelers have
been in the luxury watch business for over 30 years and we have a BBB AK rating. Our team of watch experts will tell you everything you need about any of our watches. We are always ready to answer any of your questions and all our watches come with a certified on-demand authenticity
report. Just give us us At 561-750-7808, contact us here, or stay at our retail location (Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm and Saturday 10am - 5pm) to chat. We look forward to hearing from you. You.
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